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VISITORS’ NIGHTS FOR SEPTEMBER: The Observa-
tory will be open to the public - clear skies only - 
on Saturday, September 8th and Saturday, Sep-
tember 29th. Times are 8.00pm-11.00pm. Come 
out and help if you can. As usual, emails will be 
sent out the week of the particular night as a re-
minder to all.  
 
GRAAA ONLINE FORUM: Just a reminder of the 
forum for club members. It’s a great place to get 
the latest scoop on club (and general astronomy) 
news, observing tips & tricks, and a whole bunch 
of other fun and informative things for all mem-
bers to share in. You can find a link to the Forum 
in the Members’ Section of the website. It hasn’t 
been used much - c’mon people!! 
 
OCTOBER INSIDE ORBIT: The deadline for submis-
sions to the October Inside Orbit is September 
22nd. If you’d like to write anything, please feel 
free to do so. The editorial staff is very relaxed 
concerning submissions, and take anything 
that’s remotely interesting. In fact, they will al-
most guarantee that it will be published. 
 
ASTRONOMY TELEVISION: Hopefully everyone has 
been watching “The Universe” on the History 
Channel. If not, be sure to catch a repeat show-
ing, or pick up the DVD set at the end of Octo-
ber, when it is *currently) scheduled for release. 
However, that’s just one program about astron-
omy that is airing in the month of September.. 
 
Seeing in the Dark is a program by well-known 
author Timothy Ferris, and will be shown on PBS 
September 19th.  
 
Stargazing is the subject of Seeing in the Dark, 
a 60-minute, state-of-the-art, high-definition 
(HDTV) documentary by Timothy Ferris that pre-
mieres on PBS September 19, 2007 at 8:00 p.m. 
The film, Ferris' third, is based on his book, See-
ing in the Dark (2002), named by The New York 
Times as one of the ten best books of the year. 
 

 
 

News and Events 
(Latest News and Events always online  

at www.graaa.org) 

"Seeing in the Dark is meant to alter, inspire and 
illuminate the lives of millions," said Ferris. "It in-
troduces viewers to the rewards of first-person, 
hands-on astronomy — from kids learning the 
constellations to amateur astronomers doing 
professional-grade research in discovering plan-
ets and exploding stars. I hope it will encourage 
many viewers to make stargazing part of their 
lives, and a few to get into serious amateur as-
tronomy." 

Seeing in the Dark airs at 8.00pm EDT. Check 
your local listings for the PBS channel near you. 
 
Following that one hour show is another astron-
omy-themed show called “The Sidewalk As-
tronomer...” 
 
On any given night around the world, thousands 
of people peer into deep space because of John 
Dobson. A 91-year-old with a white ponytail and 
a knack for comedy, John Dobson revolutionized 
astronomy. He is the inventor of the Dobsonian 
telescope mount, which changed the field of as-
tronomy dramatically, making telescopes acces-
sible to the public on every continent. A former 
Vedanta monk of the Ramakrishna Order, he is a 
co-founder of “Sidewalk Astronomers,” an or-
ganization that encourages amateurs to share 
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their telescopes and knowledge with others on 
busy city streets and in national parks. As John 
says, “The Universe is bigger than the Earth; it's 
bigger than the solar system; it's bigger than our 
galaxy and we owe it to ourselves to notice it.” 
 
(The GRAAA has been fortunate to have Mr. 
Dobson at our facilities on several occasions, not 
the least of which the dedication of the Percy 
Hawkins Memorial Telescope, which is a Dob-
sonian design) 
 
NASA'S SPITZER SPIES MONSTER GALAXY 
PILEUP: Four galaxies are slamming into each 
other and kicking up billions of stars in one of the 
largest cosmic smash-ups ever observed. 

The clashing galaxies, spotted by NASA's 
Spitzer Space Telescope, will eventually merge 
into a single, behemoth galaxy up to 10 times as 
massive as our own Milky Way. This rare sight-
ing provides an unprecedented look at how the 
most massive galaxies in the universe form.  
 
LARGEST TRANSITING EXTRASOLAR PLANET 
FOUND AROUND A DISTANT STAR: An international 
team of astronomers with the Trans-atlantic 
Exoplanet Survey announce today the discovery 
of TrES-4, a new extrasolar planet in the constel-
lation of Hercules. The new planet was identified 
by astronomers looking for transiting planets – 
that is, planets that pass in front of their home 
star – using a network of small automated tele-
scopes in Arizona, California, and the Canary Is-
lands. TrES-4 was discovered less than half a 

degree (about the size of the full Moon) from the 
team’s third planet, TrES-3. 

"TrES-4 is the largest known exoplanet," said 
Georgi Mandushev, Lowell Observatory astrono-
mer and the lead author of the paper announcing 
the discovery. "It is about 70 percent bigger than 
Jupiter, the Solar System’s largest planet, but 
less massive, making it a planet of extremely low 
density. Its mean density is only about 0.2 grams 
per cubic centimeter, or about the density of 
balsa wood! And because of the planet’s rela-
tively weak pull on its upper atmosphere, some 
of the atmosphere probably escapes in a comet-
like tail." 
 
ASTRONOMERS SPOT BRIGHTEST GALAXIES IN THE 
DISTANT UNIVERSE: By combining the capabilities 
of several telescopes, astronomers have spotted 
extremely bright galaxies hiding in the distant, 
young universe. The newfound galaxies are in-
trinsically bright due to their large rate of star for-
mation-1000 times greater than the Milky Way. 
However, much of that light is hidden by sur-
rounding dust and gas, leaking out only in the in-
frared. 
The galaxies are located about 12 billion light-
years away, and existed when the universe was 
less than 2 billion years old. They are the most 
luminous and massive galaxies seen at that 
great distance. Smaller, dimmer galaxies were 
much more common in the early universe be-
cause it takes time for galaxies to form and grow.  
 

A computer-generated simulation of TrES-4, with its 
host star on the right. Credit: Jeffrey Hall, Lowell Ob-
servatory.  
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INDIANS PREDATED NEWTON 'DISCOVERY' BY 250 
YEARS: A little known school of scholars in south-
west India discovered one of the founding princi-
ples of modern mathematics hundreds of years 
before Newton according to new research. 
Dr George Gheverghese Joseph from The Uni-
versity of Manchester says the 'Kerala School' 
identified the 'infinite series'- one of the basic 
components of calculus - in about 1350.The dis-
covery is currently - and wrongly - attributed in  
books to Sir Isaac Newton and Gottfried Leibnitz 
at the end of the seventeenth centuries. 
 
FRIGID ENCELADUS: AN UNLIKELY HARBOR FOR 
LIFE: A new model of Saturn’s icy moon Encela-
dus may quell hopes of finding life there. Devel-
oped by researchers at the University of Illinois, 
the model explains the most salient observations 
on Enceladus without requiring the presence of 
liquid water. 

Orbiting Saturn since June 30, 2004, the Cassini 
spacecraft has revealed a south polar region of 
Enceladus with an elaborate arrangement of 
fractures and ridges, intense heat radiation and 
geyser-like plumes consisting of ice crystals and 
gases such as methane, nitrogen and carbon di-
oxide. The plumes erupt from vents located in 
large fractures called “tiger stripes” that cut 
across the south pole. 
 
 

SPEEDING-BULLET STAR LEAVES ENORMOUS 
STREAK ACROSS SKY: NASA's Galaxy Evolution 
Explorer has spotted an amazingly long comet-
like tail behind a star streaking through space at 
supersonic speeds. The star, named Mira after 
the Latin word for "wonderful," has been a favor-
ite of astronomers for about 400 years. It is a 
fast-moving, older star called a red giant that 
sheds massive amounts of surface material. 

The space-based Galaxy Evolution Explorer 
scanned the popular star during its ongoing sur-
vey of the entire sky in ultraviolet light. Astrono-
mers then noticed what looked like a comet with 
a gargantuan tail. In fact, material blowing off 
Mira is forming a wake 13 light-years long, or 
about 20,000 times the average distance of Pluto 
from the sun. Nothing like this has ever been 
seen before around a star.  
 
COMET MAY HAVE EXPLODED OVER NORTH AMER-
ICA 13,000 YEARS AGO: New scientific findings 
suggest that a large comet may have exploded 
over North America 12,900 years ago, explaining 
riddles that scientists have wrestled with for dec-
ades, including an abrupt cooling of much of the 
planet and the extinction of large mammals. 
The discovery was made by scientists from the 
University of California at Santa Barbara and 
their colleagues. James Kennett, a paleocean-
ographer at the university, said that the discovery 
may explain some of the highly debated geologic 
controversies of recent decades. 
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PIONEERING NASA SPACECRAFT MARK THIRTY 
YEARS OF FLIGHT: NASA's two venerable Voy-
ager spacecraft are celebrating three decades of 
flight as they head toward interstellar space. 
Their ongoing odysseys mark an unprecedented 
and historic accomplishment. 

Voyager 2 launched on Aug. 20, 1977, and Voy-
ager 1 launched on Sept. 5, 1977. They continue 
to return information from distances more than 
three times farther away than Pluto.  
 
ASTRONOMERS FIND ENORMOUS HOLE IN THE UNI-
VERSE: Astronomers have found an enormous 
hole in the Universe, nearly a billion light-years 
across, empty of both normal matter such as 
stars, galaxies, and gas, and the mysterious, un-
seen "dark matter." While earlier studies have 
shown holes, or voids, in the large-scale struc-
ture of the Universe, this new discovery dwarfs 
them all. 

"Not only has no one ever found a void this big, 
but we never even expected to find one this 

size," said Lawrence Rudnick of the University of 
Minnesota. Rudnick, along with Shea Brown and 
Liliya R. Williams, also of the University of Min-
nesota, reported their findings in a paper ac-
cepted for publication in the Astrophysical Jour-
nal. 
 
HUBBLE CAMERA SNAGS RARE VIEW OF URANUS 
RINGS: A rare image of the ring system of the 
planet Uranus has been captured by NASA's 
Hubble Space Telescope, using the onboard 
JPL-built and designed Wide Field Planetary 
Camera 2. 

The view, tilted edge-on to Earth, was photo-
graphed on August 14, 2007. Earthbound as-
tronomers only see the rings' edge every 42 
years as the planet follows a leisurely 84-year 
orbit about the sun. However, the last time the 
rings were tilted edge-on to Earth, astronomers 
didn't even know they existed.  
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DARK MATTER MYSTERY DEEPENS IN COSMIC 
"TRAIN WRECK": Astronomers have discovered a 
chaotic scene unlike any witnessed before in a 
cosmic "train wreck" between giant galaxy clus-
ters. NASA's Chandra X-ray Observatory and 
optical telescopes revealed a dark matter core 
that was mostly devoid of galaxies, which may 
pose problems for current theories of dark matter 
behavior. 

"These results challenge our understanding of 
the way clusters merge," said Dr. Andisheh 
Mahdavi of the University of Victoria, British Co-
lumbia. "Or, they possibly make us even reexam-
ine the nature of dark matter itself." 
 
NASA AND INTERNET ARCHIVE TEAM TO DIGITIZE 
SPACE IMAGERY: NASA and Internet Archive of 
San Francisco are partnering to scan, archive 
and manage the agency's vast collection of pho-
tographs, historic film and video. The imagery 
will be available through the Internet and free to 
the public, historians, scholars, students, and re-
searchers. 
Currently, NASA has more than 20 major im-
agery collections online. With this partnership, 
those collections will be made available through 

a single, searchable "one-stop-shop" archive of 
NASA imagery. 
"Making NASA's important scientific and space 
exploration imagery available and easily accessi-
ble online to all is a service of tremendous value 
to America, and we're pleased to partner with the 
experts at Internet Archive to accomplish this ef-
fort," said Robert Hopkins, chief of strategic com-
munications at NASA Headquarters, Washing-
ton. 
 
WATER VAPOR SEEN 'RAINING DOWN' ON YOUNG 
STAR SYSTEM: NASA's Spitzer Space Telescope 
has detected enough water vapor to fill the 
oceans on Earth five times inside the collapsing 
nest of a forming star system. Astronomers say 
the water vapor is pouring down from the sys-
tem's natal cloud and smacking into a dusty disk 
where planets are thought to form. 

The observations provide the first direct look at 
how water, an essential ingredient for life as we 
know it, begins to make its way into planets, pos-
sibly even rocky ones like our own.  
 
INFORMATION SPOT: An Accretion Disk is a 
swirling disk of gas and dust orbiting a star or 
black hole. The material within the disk may gen-
erate heat from friction; the hottest accretion 
disks produce enormous amounts of X-rays. 
 

Ω    Ω   Ω    Ω    Ω    Ω    Ω    Ω 
…news to be continued next month 

This multi-wavelength image of Abell 520 shows the 
aftermath of a complicated collision of galaxy clusters, 
some of the most massive objects in the Universe. 
Credit: X-ray: NASA/CXC/UVic./A.Mahdavi et al. Opti-
cal/Lensing: CFHT/UVic./A.Mahdavi et al.  
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September skies highlight more observing as the 
nights get longer. Two gas giants are prominent 
this month. Jupiter is in the SW after sunset & 
Saturn is up in the east before sunrise. Venus 
swings up into the morning sky for observation 
just as Mars is in the south at sunrise. 
 

Mercury returns to the evening sky for its 
poorest evening apparition. It won’t reach great-
est elongation until the 29th but will be difficult to 
view low in the bright twilight. The ecliptic angle 
is shallow at sunset therefore Mercury is quite 
low in the WSW shortly after sunset. 

Venus will be prominently visible in the 
morning sky this month. With inferior conjunction 
last month, Venus will still be fairly large & cres-
cent phased through telescopes this month. 
Greatest brilliancy occurs on the 23rd at –4.6 
magnitude.  

The Solar System: September 2007 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

by Jeff Kozarski 
Venus’ ascent up into the predawn sky is 

rapid. It begins the month rising 1½ hours and 
ends rising 3½ hours before the Sun. Venus’ 
sunrise altitude increases from 15º on the 1st to 
36º on the 30th. (See ephemeris at end of arti-
cle). 
 
September 2007 Lunar Data: 
 

Last Quarter on the 3rd at 10.32pm EDT 
New Moon on the 11th at 8.44am EDT 
First Quarter on the 19th at 12.48pm EDT 
Full Moon on the 26th at 3.45pm EDT 

 
The Autumnal Equinox begins September 

23rd at 5:51 a.m. EDT. 
 
Mars achieves a few small milestones for its 

current apparition this month. Mars brightens to 
+0.0 magnitude, transits the meridian at sunrise 
and comes to within 1 A.U. from us late this 
month. At month’s end, Mars crosses from Tau-
rus into Gemini. Through a telescope, Mars 
steadily increases in size from 8.2” to 9.7” of arc 
wide this month. 

Asteroid 2 Pallas is at opposition on the 3rd 
in southern Pegasus near the Aquarius border. It 
is a dim +8.5 magnitude. 

Jupiter is low in the SW after sunset this 
month in Ophiuchus. This year’s viewing season 
for Jupiter is winding down. This may be the last 
good month for serious observations. Jupiter 
won’t be in conjunction with the Sun until De-
cember but the low angle of the ecliptic during 
autumn evenings will place it too close to the so-
lar glare well before that. At mid-month, Jupiter is 
setting just before 11:30 p.m. EDT.  

Saturn returns to the morning sky this 
month. It may be hard to spot early but by 
months end it is already rising 3 hours before the 
Sun. Saturn has now moved into central Leo 
passing Regulus around the mornings of the 1st 
and 2nd. Unfortunately for that event, both ob-

Venus an hour before sunrise on the morning of the 
15th. 
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Date Mag  Distance (AU) Size  Illumination  
9/01 -4.32 0.315 53” 8% 

9/11 -4.49 0.362 46” 16% 

9/16 -4.53 0.390 43” 21% 

9/21 -4.55 0.422 40” 25% 

9/06 -4.43 0.336 50” 12% 

9/26 -4.54 0.455 37” 29% 

Ephemeris for Venus 
(All times 6.08am EDT) 

Jupiter and the moon an hour after sunset on the eve-
ning of the 18th  

jects are too close to the Sun to be seen. A much 
brighter Venus above Saturn slowly moves 
closer to it and passes nearby next month. The 
ringed planet glows softly at +0.7 magnitude this 
month, the dimmest for this apparition. 

Uranus is at opposition on the 8th near +4.2 
magnitude Phi Aquarii in Aquarius. Uranus is 
about 19.09 A.U. from us and is a +5.7 magni-
tude object 3.7” of arc wide at opposition. It 
should be an easy object through telescopes this 
month. At mid-month, Uranus transits the merid-
ian around 1:20 a.m. EDT. 

Neptune is a month past opposition but is 
still well placed for telescopes during the eve-
ning. It transits around 11:30 p.m. EDT at mid-
month a few degrees within Iota Capricorni in the 
dim constellation Capricornus. It is a +7.8 magni-
tude object 2.3” of arc wide. 
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The "wee hours" of to-day. With a level of effi-
ciency of Third World proportions, John Francis 
Szymanski and I arrived at the mouth of the Clin-
ton River on Anchor Bay without even enough 
time to make a standard hourly count. A cold 
front had cleared out the Lake Saint Clair region, 
leaving standard fetid sky quality in the north-
eastern Detroit metro area. This man-made phe-
nomenon was readily seen to the south-west. 

Whilst Saiph (Orion) was just barely visible 
in the left quadrant of the south, Fomalhaut was 
sinking into the mauve murk on the right. It is 
surprising how high that Jewel of the South at-
tains at the latitudes of southern Michigan when 
given the advantage of a sea horizon. Mars-
Seven Sisters-Aldebaran now stand in a striking 
short line, affording on the opportunity to com-
pare the tints of star and planet. No estimate of 
zenith limiting magnitude was made because we 
were beyond caring. 

 
The report: 

The Perseids were good, but not numerous, 
and none bright: perhaps two dozen. There were 
no meteors leaving trails and all were swift. Two 
notable "sporadic" or non-shower meteors were 

observed, which inspired an almost incoherent 
conversation on the nature of unaccounted for 
data in science and whether there actually were 
random meteors. The conference consensus: 
yes. 

There was a star watch in the building dawn. 
In the spirit of ancient Egypt we watched for Sir-
ius, to prepare for the flooding of the Nile. Abso-
lutely no luck there, although Alpha Canis Ma-
joris was above the horizon when search was 
abandoned. Latitude as well as tendrils of cirrus 
foiled us, and I recalled the days of mis-spent 
youth in the 1960s awaiting Sirius in August by 
the beach of the Gold Coast at 26 deg. N. (Think 
"Stranger on the Shore," a contemporary hit by 
Mr. Acker Bilk.) We had better luck with Procyon. 
The Lesser Dog Star was visible for a couple of 
minutes before twilight and a cloud bit obscured 
him. 

Szymanski and I adjourned to a fast food 
place for astronomical post-mortem and a sub-
stantially uninformed exchange over mortgage 
lending policy. He ordered three creams for one 
medium coffee, and was duly criticised in front of 
everybody. 

Perseids 2007 
 
 
 

               by GM Ross 

"I love to revel in philosophical matters--especially astronomy. I study 
astronomy more than any other foolishness there is. I am a perfect 
slave to it. I am at it all the time. I have got more smoked glass than 
clothes. I am as familiar with the stars as the comets are. I know all 
the facts and figures and I have all the knowledge there is concerning 
them. I yelp astronomy like a sun-dog, and paw the constellations 
like Ursa Major." 
 
      Mark Twain ~ August 1, 1869 
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Note: These articles are courtesy NASA Space Place Program at the Jet Propulsion Laboratory.  

Cosmic Cockroaches 
 
by Tony Phillips 
 
Cockroaches are supposed to be tough, able to 
survive anything from a good stomping to a nu-
clear blast. But roaches are wimps compared to 
a little molecule that has recently caught the eye 
of biologists and astronomers—the polycyclic 
aromatic hydrocarbon. 

Polycyclic aromatic hydrocarbons (PAHs for 
short) are ring-shaped molecules made of car-
bon and hydrogen. “They’re all around us,” says 
Achim Tappe of the Harvard Center for Astro-
physics. “PAHs are present in mineral oils, coal, 
tar, tobacco smoke and automobile exhaust.” 
Aromatic, ring-shaped molecules structurally 
akin to PAHs are found in DNA itself! 

That’s why Tappe’s recent discovery may be 
so important. “PAHs are so tough, they can sur-
vive a supernova.” 

The story begins a few thousand years ago 
when a massive star in the Large Magellanic 
Cloud exploded, blasting nearby star systems 
and interstellar clouds with hot gas and deadly 
radiation. The expanding shell, still visible from 
Earth after all these years and catalogued by as-
tronomers as “N132D,” spans 80 light years and 
has swept up some 600 Suns worth of mass. 

Last year “we observed N132D using 
NASA’s Spitzer Space Telescope,” says Tappe. 
Spitzer is an infrared (IR) telescope, and it has a 
spectrometer onboard sensitive to the IR emis-
sions of PAHs. One look at N132D revealed 
“PAHs all around the supernova’s expanding 
shell. They appear to be swept up by a shock 
wave of 8 million degree gas. This is causing 
some damage to the molecules, but many of the 
PAHs are surviving.” 

Astronomers have long known that PAHs 
are abundant not only on Earth but throughout 
the cosmos—they’ve been found in comet dust, 
meteorites and many cold interstellar clouds—

but who knew they were so tough? “This is our 
first evidence that PAHs can withstand a super-
nova blast,” he says. 

Their ability to survive may be key to life on 
Earth. Many astronomers are convinced that a 
supernova exploded in our corner of the galaxy 
4-to-5 billion years ago just as the solar system 
was coalescing from primitive interstellar gas. In 
one scenario of life’s origins, PAHs survived and 
made their way to our planet. It turns out that 
stacks of PAHs can form in water—think, primor-
dial seas—and provide a scaffold for nucleic ac-
ids with architectural properties akin to RNA and 
DNA. PAHs may be just tough enough for gene-
sis. 

Cockroaches, eat your hearts out. 
Find out about other Spitzer discoveries at 

www.spitzer.caltech.edu. 

Using the IR spectrometer on the Spitzer Space 
Telescope, scientists found organic molecules in 
supernova remnant N132D  

http://www.spitzer.caltech.edu/
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September 2007 Show Schedule 
 
For general audiences  
 
STAR TREK: ORION RENDEZVOUS – Audience 
members become Starfleet cadets, joining actors 
from Star Trek: The Next Generation on an adven-
ture through a mysterious series of wormholes. At 
each stop, they encounter an exciting celestial 
wonder. 40 minutes 
 
SHOWTIMES: Daily at 2:00 pm 
   
 
UNDER STARLIT SKIES – The planetarium op-
erator hosts a live tour of the night sky, pointing 
out prominent stars, constellations, and planets 
currently visible. 30-40 minutes  

 
SHOWTIMES: Saturday and Sunday at 3:00 pm 
 
Added Value: This show is free with paid Museum 
admission; or arrive after 2:30 p.m. for the planetar-
ium show only and pay only $3.00/ person. 
 
For Families and Children 
 
THE GREAT SPACE CHASE – A police detective 
investigating a robbery pursues a criminal master-
mind across the universe. Brilliant laser light, 
along with the planetarium’s wide array of effects 
take you on the adventure. The show includes five 
exciting musical interludes, featuring artists such 
as U2, Madonna and Monty Python. 40 minutes 
 
SHOWTIMES: Saturday and Sunday at 1:00 pm 

ROGER B. CHAFFEE PLANETARIUM 

Public Museum, Grand Rapids 

Is Google the Astronomer’s Friend? 
 
Google Astronomy comes to the public 
 
There’s a new application for all astronomy enthusi-
asts and people interested in the night sky, and it 
comes from the well-known people at Google. 
 
From the same people that brought you Google Earth 
and Google Mars, comes Google Sky. 
 
All you need is the latest version of Google Earth, and 
in it you will find a new add-on application that allows 
you to view the night sky from your location. You can 
zoom in on galaxies, stars, nebulas, etc. The more 
you zoom in, the more detail you will see. You can 
even bookmark constellations and other objects of 
interest. 

So go ahead. Download Google Earth, and start ex-
ploring space. And once you do that, go out and see 
what the real stars look like (which we do at our ob-
servatory). 
 
As it is in version 1, there are some drawbacks and 
limitations, but it’s a good start. Mind you, the serious 
astronomy enthusiast who already owns Starry Night, 
The Sky, Celestia, or any other planetarium-type pro-
gram isn’t going to drop using those for this new toy. 
Especially since - if you don’t have high-speed inter-
net where you are observing - you can’t use it. 
 
For other views of this application from astronomers, 
we invite you to read Dr. Pamela Gay’s Star Stryder 
blog and Dr. Phil Plait’s Bad Astronomy blog. They 
have both given it a run through, and have some dif-
ferent points of view, both pros and cons.  

http://earth.google.com/sky/skyedu.html
http://earth.google.com/
http://www.google.com/mars/
http://www.starstryder.com/2007/08/22/google-just-made-teaching-astro-easier/
http://www.badastronomy.com/bablog/2007/08/22/google-sky/


Grand Rapids Amateur Astronomical Association 
Membership Application or Renewal Form 

 
DATE:____________ 
 
   New Membership  Renewal     

 
Please fill out the information below as completely as possible. 

For Family memberships, please include all persons for whom membership is desired.  
 

Please Print 
    
Name: ___________________________________________Birthdate: _______________ 
 
Name: ___________________________________________Birthdate: _______________ 
 
Name: ___________________________________________Birthdate: _______________ 
 
Name: ___________________________________________Birthdate: _______________ 
 
Name: ___________________________________________Birthdate: _______________ 
 
Name: ___________________________________________Birthdate: _______________ 
 
Address:_________________________________________________________________ 
 
City: _________________________________  State: ________  Zip: ________________ 
 
Home Phone: _________________________ Cell Phone: _________________________  
 
E-Mail: ___________________________________________________________________ 
(Note: For Family members, if more than one e-mail address, please list others on back of application)  

 
 Adult  (18 or older, a Minimum of $40.00) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________ 
 Student  (through 17 yrs old, a Minimum of $25.00) . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________ 
 Family (all members of one family, a Minimum of $50.00) . . . . . . . $_________ 

(Note: Contributions greater than the minimum dues are considered a donation and are tax-deductible) 
 

 Observatory Endowment Fund . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________ 
 Miscellaneous Donations . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________ 

(Note: Contributions to these funds are tax-deductible. Indicate amount of donation) 
 

 OBSERVATORY USER FEE: (a Minimum of $25.00 per user) ................................... $_________
 (Contributions of more than $25 will help meet repairs and upgrade of equipment costs.) 

If you are a qualified user of the Veen Observatory, and wish to remain so,  
check the box for “User Fee.” 

 
TOTAL ENCLOSED   (From all categories above) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $_________ 
 

Make Check or Money Order to: 
GRAND RAPIDS AMATEUR ASTRONOMICAL ASSOCIATION (or GRAAA) 

Mail to: Jerry Persha, GRAAA Treasurer 
199 Smith St. 

Lowell, MI 49331 



Grand Rapids Amateur Astronomical Association 
3308 Kissing Rock Ave. SE 
Lowell, MI 49331-8918 
 
 
 

 


